
Galley. 

We hope that the community will forgive both the lateness and the 
hastiness of this galley, but we have been unable to get this 
information to the community before todayo As it is, we can only 
inform you of intentions, not of real specificso 

Last night, a group of students met in Stokes Livingroom to 
discuss the possibility of presenting questions important to us, 

. and we feel to the entire community, to the Trusteeso As you know, 
their arrival is imminento We have arrived at a tentative form and 
content for the meeting, and at the moment our major probaem is in 
trying to schedule a time, as their schedule is extremely busy. 
We feel that it would be quite sad, however, if the opportunity for 
such a meeting were not available. 

~* 
We wi s h to ask the trustees questions in four areas: 

program 

1. their relationship to community laws and standards 
2. their reasons for/understanding of the expansion 

3. what powers they have, what standing committees, 
etco , they have 

4a whether they feel they s hould be included in t he 
constitutional structure of the community, as a limited 
constituency 

We wi sh to stress that the meeting, if arranged, will be open to 
the entire community, but that the questions asked will be specific 
and limited. Time is limited, and we cannot provide for open-
ended dialogueo The purpose of the meeting is informational, not 
polemicalo 

If any in the community have questions which they feel s hould be 
brought up, please contact one of the people named belowo The 
community will be informed of time, place, etc., as soon as they 
are determinedo 
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